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By: William D. Thomas '69

Editor's Note: Bill Thomas covered the turmoil in China. He reflects

upon the events this past May/June when the hope offreedom was
replaced by military might.

In the middle of what may be the biggest news story of the year,

it is often the little things that make lasting impressions. The
major events have been told in words and pictures throughout

the world. These are some impressions and memories that never

made the front page or the television news.

I arrived in Beijing in early May to coordinate ABC News
coverage of the visit of Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev to

China. The visit was generally viewed as a start toward marking

the end of the long rivalry between the Soviets and the Chinese.

Student demonstrations had begun in April, centered around the

funeral of Hu Yao Bang. It was a demand for more freedom,

but it's unlikely anyone imagined what the next several months
would bring.

The students were aware that the international media was in

Beijing, but there was no big plan to take advantage of the

publicity possibilities. The Saturday before Gorbachev arrived

several hundred students, mostly from Beijing University,

marched to Tienamen Square to stage a hunger strike. Leaders

had been trying to organize it for days at various universities,

but it was only at the last minute that enough students joined to

make the action possible. They had a final meal at the university

then marched to the center of the square where they were joined

by groups from other universities; at most, a couple of hundred

hunger strikers surrounded by a thousand or more supporters.

Tienamen Square is very large, but the buildings around it, the

Great Hall of the People and others, were built on such a grand

scale it all seems much smaller until you try to walk across it.

The hundred or so original hunger strikers surrounded by a

thousand supporters almost seemed lost in the normal crowd on
a summer Saturday. At Tirst, they were just a small group in

front of the monument in the center of Tienamen. As weeks
went by, supporters Tilled the square and the avenue leading to

it. The crowd was packed so tight a normal ten minute walk
would take an hour. Chang An Avenue, which leads to the

square, looks like an airport runway, eight or ten lanes wide. It

was packed with people, shoulder to shoulder— for more than a

mile— all trying to get to the square which was already full.

Estimates were more than a million people. How do you count a

million people?

The students told us they expected the hunger strike to be

symbolic because they fully expected the government to move
them out of Tienamen that evening. They were more surprised

than anyone when they were still there the next morning. Had
the government chosen to act at that time, it would not have

been difficult to simply use a large number of police and walk

the students out of the square.

Gorbachev came and went, his visit disrupted and very much
overshadowed by the hunger strike and its growing support. One
reason the numbers grew so large was the inaction of the

government. People began thinking the government wanted to

know how the people felt so more and more joined. The longer

it lasted the more outspoken people became. Even government

newspapers and television, which originally ignored the event,

began to cover it and report freely—something new for Chinese

journalists.

'

' Tell the United Nations, tell the world

what has happened in China. Tell them
that the Chinese government is killing

the Chinese people.''' —A Worker

William Thomas '69 is Hong Kong Bureau Chief for ABC News. He
coordinated his network's coverage of the Beijing events. He has been

honored for his excellence by receiving an Emmy.

Foreign journalists were allowed a surprising amount of

freedom to report the events. Even after martial law was

declared and satellite transmissions to the rest of the world cut

off, there were virtually no restrictions. Martial law simply

wasn't enforced. Until the shooting started on June 4th, we were

able to stand in the center of Tienamen Square and broadcast

live using cellular telephones.

Prior to the shooting, perhaps the two most memorable images

for me took place in the square. At 3 a.m., one night, a heavy

fog settled over the square. It had rained and thousands were

huddled under makeshift plastic tents. Some slept, crowded

together. Others sat up through the night, whispering. The only

sound was the bleating of sirens from the ambulances that were

taking hunger strikers, who had passed out, to hospitals. There

was a line of half a dozen ambulances. As each would pull away,

its blue light flashing through the fog, another would pull into

line. The procession went on all through the night. After they

were revived in the hospitals, many hunger strikers rode back to

the square in the returning ambulances. To get the ambulances

through the massive crowds the students formed highways in the

square, holding hands to keep back the crowds so the

ambulances could pass.

(Continued on page 19)
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By: William D. Thomas '69

Editor's Note: Bill Thomas covered the turmoil in China. He reflects

upon the events this past May/June when the hope offreedom was

replaced by military might.

In the middle of what may be the biggest news story of the year,

it is often the Httle things that make lasting impressions. The

major events have been told in words and pictures throughout

the world. These are some impressions and memories that never

made the front page or the television news.

I arrived in Beijing in early May to coordinate ABC News

coverage of the visit of Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev to

China. The visit was generally viewed as a start toward marking

the end of the long rivalry between the Soviets and the Chinese.

Student demonstrations had begun in April, centered around the

funeral of Hu Yao Bang. It was a demand for more freedom,

but it's unlikely anyone imagined what the next several months

would bring.

The students were aware that the international media was in

Beijing, but there was no big plan to take advantage of the

publicity possibilities. The Saturday before Gorbachev arrived

several hundred students, mostly from Beijing University,

marched to Tienamen Square to stage a hunger strike. Leaders

had been trying to organize it for days at various universities,

but it was only at the last minute that enough students joined to

make the action possible. They had a final meal at the university

then marched to the center of the square where they were joined

by groups from other universities; at most, a couple of hundred

hunger strikers surrounded by a thousand or more supporters.

Tienamen Square is very large, but the buildings around it, the

Great Hall of the People and others, were built on such a grand

scale it all seems much smaller until you try to walk across it.

The hundred or so original hunger strikers surrounded by a

thousand supporters almost seemed lost in the normal crowd on

a summer Saturday. At first, they were just a small group in

front of the monument in the center of Tienamen. As weeks

went by, supporters filled the square and the avenue leading to

it. The crowd was packed so tight a normal ten minute walk

would take an hour. Chang An Avenue, which leads to the

square, looks like an airport runway, eight or ten lanes wide. It

was packed with people, shoulder to shoulder— for more than a

mile— all trying to get to the square which was already full.

Estimates were more than a million people. How do you count a

million people?

The students told us they expected the hunger strike to be

symbolic because they fully expected the government to move

them out of Tienamen that evening. They were more surprised

than anyone when they were still there the next morning. Had

the government chosen to act at that time, it would not have

been difficult to simply use a large number of police and walk

the students out of the square.

Gorbachev came and went, his visit disrupted and very much

overshadowed by the hunger strike and its growing support. One

reason the numbers grew so large was the inaction of the

government. People began thinking the government wanted to

know how the people felt so more and more joined. The longer

it lasted the more outspoken people became. Even government

newspapers and television, which originally ignored the event,

began to cover it and report freely—something new for Chinese

journalists.

''Tell the United Nations, tell the world

what has happened in China. Tell them

that the Chinese government is killing

the Chinese people.'' —A Worker

William Thomas '69 is Hong Kong Bureau Chief for ABC News. He

coordinated his network's coverage of the Beijing events. He has been

honored for his excellence by receiving an Emmy.

Foreign journalists were allowed a surprising amount of

freedom to report the events. Even after martial law was

declared and satellite transmissions to the rest of the world cut

off, there were virtually no restrictions. Martial law simply

wasn't enforced. Until the shooting started on June 4th, we were

able to stand in the center of Tienamen Square and broadcast

live using cellular telephones.

Prior to the shooting, perhaps the two most memorable images

for me took place in the square. At 3 a.m., one night, a heavy

fog settled over the square. It had rained and thousands were

huddled under makeshift plastic tents. Some slept, crowded

together. Others sat up through the night, whispering. The only

sound was the bleating of sirens from the ambulances that were

taking hunger strikers, who had passed out, to hospitals. There

was a line of half a dozen ambulances. As each would pull away,

its blue light flashing through the fog, another would pull into

line. The procession went on all through the night. After they

were revived in the hospitals, many hunger strikers rode back to

the square in the returning ambulances. To get the ambulances

through the massive crowds the students formed highways in the

square, holding hands to keep back the crowds so the

ambulances could pass.

(Continued on page 19)
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By: Christina Foust '89

Editor 's Note: Christina huust. a member of the Lycoming College

nursing class of 1989, was selected hy the Helene huld foundation as

one of the top 100 nursing students in the United States Along with the

honor went a fellowship to attend the hijth International Cancer Nursing

Conference— held biannually The conference was held September 2-9.

I9SS in London, England, and was titled "Cancer Nursing—A
Revolution in Care " She shares her thoughts, observations, and feelings

about the experience

September 1:

1 woke up early and packed. Even (hough I was
nervous and excited, I had to be alert because of the

many llighi connections I had to make. JFK airport was
immense and very confusing. 1 changed money here so

that I would have some British pounds when I arrived.

How nice to see that Florence Nightingale is on the ten

pound note. Besides being a heroine in the nursing

profession, she is a heroine of the British people as well.

I met some of the other Fuld Fellows at our gate in

JJ K. 1 was relieved because I wasn't alone anymore. All

of us were excited as we boarded the gigantic 747 headed
for Heathrow airport in London.

September 2:

\Sc touched down at Heathrow at 7 a.m. London time

(approximate!) 2 a.m. New York time). We waited for

what seemed an eternity in customs, then got a taxi into

town. Our "cabbie" was very humorous and friendly, and
thought our accent was amusing. When we arrived at our
hotel, we were shocked that there were no showers—only
tubs—and only one tub per 10 people. Oh well, when in

London, do as the Londoners do!

Despite our jet lag, a few ot us decided to venture out

into the city. We took the "tube," London's subway, to

the downtown area. The underground system is safe,

efficient, clean, and surprisingly easy to use. Our first

stop was Harrod's, i ondon's truly ultimate department
store. At Harrod's I saw Liberacc's pianos, aisles of

silver, china, crystal, and rivers of the most beautiful

confections one could imagine.

But the day wasn't over yet. For a late lunch my friends

and I found a little pub Wc had some sort of meal pie

and a pint of ale, traditional pub food. It was obvious
that we were not (rom the United Kingdom when wc took
five minutes to figure out what money we needed in order
to pay for our lunch. Wc were the laugh of the pub, but

the people were very patient.

Ihc best part of the da\ was yet to conu \\c had a

reception at the popular Madame Tussaud's wax museum.
After meeting several inllucntial people from the Hclenc
Fuld Foundation, vse were allowed ii> lour the museum at

later, wc learned thai one usuallv waits tor

(o gel inio Madame's because it is always
id We had the place to ourselves! 1 saw a wax

'f Sylvester Stallone as Rocky. My favorite was the
111 with a section just on .lack-the-Rippcr.

September 3:

I his morning, the Fuld Fellows made their way to the

Royal College of Nursing and compared notes with

nursing students from the U.K. We discussed our systems
of education and the issues facing nursing students from
both countries. I was both touched and honored by how
much the British students respected American nurses for

their high level of education.

After the morning meeting, some of us went sight-

seeing, since the conference was not underway yet. I saw
Buckingham Palace and St. Jame's (or Green's) Park.

Both were simply beautiful. Trafalgar Square was also

interesting—but the pigeons were dirty and annoying.

Being tourists really made us hungry, so we went to

McDonald's. In London, fast food restaurants ha\e two
floors, one where you order, and one downstairs where
you sit and eai. The food is similar to that in the U.S.,

the major difference being that at a British McDonald's
the staff cleans up after you. Watch out because if you're

not looking your half-filled Coke is in the trash before

you've finished it! When you're in a foreign country,

everything is a new and different experience.

September 4:

Today I had my first real English breakfast. Wc were
served toast, coffee, tea (very strong with milk), bacon
(which was very salty slices of ham), baked beans, stewed

tomatoes, and orange juice. After a few days the staff, at

our urging, served more toast and orange juice—which is

considered a delicacy in the U.K. from what I understand

Although wc were still feeling the effects of jet lag. we
managed lo take a tour of London on a double-decker

bus after the conference registration. My friends and I sat

with some Australians. 1 found it refreshing to hear all

the different accents and dialects of the people on the bus.

The weather was grand that day, as it was for the entire

trip. W c had only one wet day, a rarity since September is

their rainy season. I also did not experience any of the

legendary London fog.

The highlight of my day was the Royal Gala concert at

the Royal Festival Hall. The London Philharmonic

played, as did Rachmamnov, a famous pianist. 1 sat three

rows from the Royal box, a special treat as Princess

Diana was in attendance. Her Royal Highness is an

enthusiastic supporter of the nursing profession. H.R.H.
Diana attended the concert to show her support of the

conterence. After the concert, my friends and I actually

spoke with Diana—a moment I shall never forget!

September 5:

Imails, the conference began. It was cxhilirating to be

amongst the leaders of my profession. My enthusiasm was

almost unbridled as I entered the Royal Festival Hall that

morning. As I listened to the opening remarks, 1 rcali/ed

what a special opporiuniu this truly was for me. Then-

was a guest lecturer who was actualh a cancer victim. She

presented a patient's experience of cancer and cancer

treatment which was especially poignant. F\er\onc was in

tears, mysell included.
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Christina Foust poses in front of the monument to Florence

Nightingale. "The Fuld Foundation was especially kind to its

fellows... I had the immense honor and pleasure of discussing the

future of nursing with some of the profession 's most eminent

leaders.

"

My friends and I had dinner at an outdoor cafe on the

Thames. I was really enjoying myself now. After dinner,

we attended a Thanksgiving service at Westminster

Abbey, which was held to bring blessing onto the nursing

conference and its participants. When the choir sang, I

wondered if perhaps angels were really near. For the

second time that day I was moved to tears.

Although my day was full enough it wasn't over. After

church, some of us ventured to the National Gallery of

Art to admire the various works. 1 was especially partial

to the many Rubens' housed there. What a full day. My
,feet were killing me!

September 6:

Today was a sight-seeing extravaganza. I kept Kodak in

business! Another friend and myself took the afternoon

off to be tourists extraordinaire. By now we were hooked

on London. I went to the Tower of London, which is a

palace turned into a museum. It is the place where many a

sovereign were imprisoned and beheaded. My favorite

part of the Tower was the vault containing the Crown
Jewels. I stood before the jewel case in an almost savage

awe. The guard urged me on several times. Oh well,

(What's a girl to do?!
i I was equally awed by St. Paul's Cathedral, where

Princess Diana and Prince Charles were wed. 1 climbed to

,the top of the dome—over 600 steps! My reward was a

fabulous panoramic view of London. It was worth my
athletic efforts.

After all that exercise, we decided to rest by grabbing
an ice cream cone in Regent's Park. The park was simply
delightful and wonderfully relaxing. If you like English
roses, be sure to stop here. London's numerous parks
were among my favorite stops—a lovely respite amid the
very cosmopolitan tlavor of the city.

Later that evening, the American nurses got hungry for

American food and music. We all went to the Hard Rock
Cafe, a rock music museum and restaurant combined. It

was American and very popular with "Brits" and
"Yanks" alike.

September 7:

The cancer conference was in full swing. We were in the

"heart" of the program. The topics were "contemporary
issues relevant to cancer nursing," "management of
cancer services," and also ".AIDS and its impact on
cancer care." The speakers, who were nurse experts in

their individual areas of specialty, were excellent and
informative. 1 was impressed by the professional manner
of their presentations. They inspired me to try to become
what they now are— leaders. Time seemed to fly by
because I was so enthralled in the lectures. That
afternoon, the poster exhibitions provided a great

opportunity to learn more. These were held only on
certain conference days. Basically, these are where nurse

researchers, health care institutions, medical company
sales representatives, and nurse clinicians present the most
up-to-date information on a wealth of areas concerning or

related to cancer nursing. I collected a lot of reading

material that would be handy for the long plane ride

home.

Later that evening I had the privilege of being invited to

a special interest lecture given by Margo McCaffrey. The
lecture focused on the Nursing Care of People with Pain.

This was my first experience in "aerobic notetaking." I

didn't want to miss anything—excellent lecture! I also got

to meet Ms. McCaffrey afterward. That put the icing on
the cake!

September 8:

The conference, "Innovative and Alternative

Strategies," included the use of humor, hope, music, and

therapeutic touch in caring for cancer victims. These areas

offer great hope for the future. I was so interested in the

role of music in client care that I later launched my own
research study m that area. In the afternoon, the

conference participants had a debate regarding the use of

nursing theoretical models in nursing practice and

education. Later there were lectures on transcultural

aspects of cancer nursing care. All these lectures were very

interesting but familiar to me. I found that I was already

very well informed on many of the lecture topics at the

conference. This was due to the excellence of Lycoming's

nursing program and faculty. I now have the satisfaction

of knowing that 1 have been well educated in my field of

study.

(Continued on page 19)
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Of Penguins And Pennipeds
On Paimpr PpHinsula

By: James Hummer

Editor's Note: Last January James Hummer, former Lycoming College

chemistry professor, cruised lo Aniarclica. He describes his thoughts and
feelings as he reached The Seventh Continent.

It's Tuesday. This must be Antarctica. On Tuesday, 24

January 1989, we first glimpsed King George Island in the

South Shetland Islands at 60° S off the coast of the

Antarctic Peninsula. This trip was organized by the

American Museum of Natural History in New York and
conducted by Travel Dynamics aboard the M/V Illiria.

The trip started in New York City aboard LAN Chile for

a 12-hour flight to Santiago, with a stop-over in Miami.
We spent two days in Santiago before another leg to

Punta Arenas on the Strait of Magellan, where we joined

the ship. Passing down the strait overnight, we arrived in

the Beagle Channel (named for Charles Darwin's ship) on
the morning of the 22nd for the day-long cruise among
the snow-capped mountains and glaciers on Tierra del

I uego, observing warblers, finches, ducks, and Magellanic

penguins along the way.

The first penguins we saw were Adelies in Admiralty Bay.

Thousands more of these endearing creatures were seen in

rookeries on islands in the Gerlache Strait.

Crossing the 600-mile Drake Passage, from Cape Horn
to King George Island, in near gale-force winds whipping
up 20-foot waves was truly a "rite of passage." In these

subantarctic waters, we could observe wandering
albatross, storm petrels, and cape pigeons. About half-

way across this Southern Ocean, we crossed the Antarctic
Convergence where the colder, slightly less salty water
from the south meets and sinks below the warmer, saltier

water from the north. Here the weather is often foggy or
drizzly and the air temperature becomes noticeably cooler.
I he winds around the Antarctic continent arc from west
to cast, joined by the cold katabatic winds flowing north
off the continental slopes. It is in this polar region that

the weather of the southern hemisphere is generated.

Excitement ran high when the first iceberg was sighted

and for the rest of the trip our wonder was maintained at

the magnificence and grandeur of these formations. Some
icebergs were as large as one to two miles long and
200-500 feet high. These tabular icebergs could have

broken off ice shelves, such as the Ross Ice Shelf. They
continue to drift around the continent until gradually they

are blown into warmer water where they finally melt. This

process may last as long as 5 or 6 years. The ice shelf on
the Ross Sea is approximately the size of France. One
iceberg which has been in the news recently is 90 miles

long and 22 miles wide and is about the size of the state

of Delaware. During the winter, sea ice forms out from
the continent as far as 100 miles to a thickness of 10 feet

and nearly doubles the surface area of Antarctica. In the

Gerlache Strait, we saw hundreds of glaciers reaching

down to the sea and thousands of icebergs from these

glaciers or from the ice shelves.

*'Penguins must return to the sea

before the sea ice forms otherwise

they would be cut offfrom their food
supply, consisting mainly of krill.

"

The first penguins we saw were Adelies in Admiralty

Bay where we stopped to visit the Brazilian Research

Station, Comandante Ferraz. Thousands more of these

endearing creatures were seen in rookeries on islands in

the Gerlache Strait, which borders Palmer Peninsula on
the Danco Coast of the mainland. The predominant
species in this area were the chinstrap, gentoo, and
Adelies with some of the rookeries populated by as many
as 8, (MM) breeding pairs. The young chicks were in their

third or fourth week and were about to lose their gray

down foi their black and white adult feathers before being

ready to go to sea in February for the winter. These

penguins must return to the sea before the sea ice forms
otherwise they would be cut off from their food supply,

consisting mainly of krill.

The fragile nature of the food chain was dramatized for

us when the Argentine supply ship "Bahia Paraiso" went

aground near Palmer Station the day following our visit

to the U. S. Research Station on Anvers Island. While

there was not a major oil spill, the prospect of such a

catastrophe was present. The penguins, seals, and baleen

whales all depend on krill for food, and none ol these life

forms could survive a serious oil spill. The food chain

from phytoplankton to krill to penguins, seals, and whales

is a very fragile one, depending on clean water, less on the

temperature of the water and more on the amount of light

available.

Projects underway at Palmer Station include marine
biology, polar biology, polar medicine, atmospheric

studies, glaciology, astronomy, and oceanic and geological

surveys. There are accommodations here for 40 people. In

total, there are about 76 projects carried out by 300
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The starlUng observation lo be made in Anlarclica is that there is

NA TURE in its pristine, magnificent state and has been so for

millions of years. The hope of each of us is that it will remain so.

James Hummer

scientists from all countries conducting research in

Antarctica. Nearly 2000 scientific and support people

populate the continent during the summer months. At

MacMurdo Sound on the Ross Sea, for example, there are

1200 researchers in summer, but only about 200

inhabitants remain during the winter. The Antarctic

Treaty, to which there are 18 signatories, provides for free

access to the continent, no new territorial claims, peaceful

purposes only, and free exchange of scientific personnel

and information. This treaty comes up for review in 1991.

Landing excursions from our ship to observe penguins

in their rookeries on some of the islands or on the

mainland were made by Zodiac rubber rafts. These

landings were "high-energy" since the rafts would be

driven up to the beach where we would disembark,

usually in 6-10 inches of water, so that rubber knee-boots

were a required accessory for us. In all, there were about

ten of these expeditions, usually one in the morning at 8

o'clock or so, and another in the afternoon or evening in

a new location. Each would last about two hours. We
were able to move about the rookeries at our leisure,

being careful not to come too close to the penguin

individuals, or to threaten in any way their access to the

sea or to their nesting areas.

There are no land mammals in Antarctica, but we saw

many seals—crabeater, leopard, and elephant—basking on

rocks or ice floes. Several whales—minke and humpback,
principally—were seen in Gerlache Strait and Charlotte

Bay. These whales are baleen and feed on krill, ingesting

as much as 1 ton of these small organisms daily. The food

for the seals is krill, fish, and penguins. However, the

penguins are eaten by the seals only at sea so they are

quite safe from the seals ashore or on the ice floes. The

only other predators for penguins on shore are the skuas,

which may attack the unprotected young or destroy the

eggs in the nesting areas.

The startling observation to be made in Antarctica is

that there is NATURE in its pristine, magnificent state

and has been so for millions of years. The hope of each

of us is that it will remain so.

Dr. James Hummer is Professor Emeritus of Chemistry at Lycoming

College.
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Lear"'"" ^^^ ^oing
By: Tom Speicher '89

Unlike some people who coin motlos and do liitie else. East

Lycoming School District superintendent Thomas A. Patcrnostro

has affected many lives with his motto— "learning by doing."

Paiernosiro's goal of breaking down the boredom of a

traditional school curriculum and making it come alive through

practical application has been put to work at East Lycoming and

other school districts since the Williamsport native graduated

from Lycoming College in 1964.

Paternostro says it was his ideals that caught the eye of a

superintendent in Prattsburg, NY, and helped him move up from

a sixth-grade teacher to an elementary school principal just three

years after graduating from Lycoming.

In 1974, Patcrnostro climbed another notch up New York's

education ladder when he became superintendent of the Clifton-

Fine School District. From there, Paternostro was named
superintendent of the Oneonta City School District in late 1977

before returning in 1981 to Pennsylvania and the Williamsport

area in his present post.

"The opportunities were there, and I took advantage of

them," Paternostro notes. Along the way, Paternostro shaped

and sharpened his administrative skills that are now used to

oversee three elementary schools, a junior-senior high school,

1,850 students, 105 teachers, and an $8 million budget.

Paternostro expects to get everything he can from those

resources. "The best is all we're interested in," he explains. "If

you have a school that has accepted mediocrity, then you

shouldn't expect to have an outstanding program."

Paternostro believes many schools accept mediocrity and

haven't been able to tap the potential of their students because

its easier maintaining the status quo than moving forward.

Paternostro takes a different approach. "When I'm done, one of

the criticisms of me that won't be valid is that 1 sat back and

took a nice ride."

Paternostro has been criticized by some for rejecting a couple

of pay raises that came his way. "I've been on the edge of

criticism since I was born," he says with a smile. "Whatever
people's opinion is of mc is totally irrelevant."

"If you have a school that has

accepted mediocrity, then you
shouldn 7 expect to have an
outstanding program. "

Paicrnosiro maintains he wasn't grandstanding when he

rejected raises because he believes dollars can't compensate for

the inspiration he gets from students. "I enjoy what I'm doing

because of kids." Paternostro adds that he has taken raises on

occasions when he believed the pay hikes were appropriate.

Despite being in charge of his district, Paternostro doesn't

think he or any one person can put "their labels on any

particular school improvement." I think if you can molivaic

other people to develop the kinds of aspirations that you might

h.Tvr, ihcv'rc the ones that will achieve them for you," he

> believes he has the people who will strive toward

'I'.itions. He points with pride that he has Five

uliiiinistrators and an excellent teaching staff

:is "movers and shakers."

Since Paternostro took over at East Lycoming in 1981, there

has been a lot of moving and shaking. "There is a much more
aggressive attitude toward achievement." For example, a senior

at Hughesville High School must complete 24.3 units to graduate

compared to 18 units when Paternostro came.

Also, the number of study halls has been drastically reduced,

the curriculum has been expanded, and the implementation of a

scholar's program, which allows students with good grades and
self-discipline to operate more freely than other pupils, has taken

place since Paternostro took over.

Easl Lycoming School Dislricl Superintendent Thomas
Paternostro believes in hands on education. Here he works with a

student in the computer room at Hughesville High School.

"H'hen I'm done, one of the criticisms of me that won't be valid

is that I sal back and look a nice ride.
"

Paternostro believes more students are returning to school for

additional study after school hours than in the past. He points

out the district's community education program, which uses

school personnel and facilities, has been able to extend the

"aggressive attitude toward achievement" to members of the

community.

His goal for the district is to get the school curriculum and

facilities ready for the 21st century so it can be on "the cutting-

edge educationally." One way he's going about meeting his goal

is taking students out of the classroom and providing them with

practical experience.

The Miincy Creek Study Project was developed for Fast

Lycoming with practical experience in mind. Paternostro hopes

that over the next five years high school students will study the

relationship between acid precipitation levels and the effects on
the habitat of the creek.
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The students will work with the Department of Environmental

Resources and Penn State University as they monitor the creek,

take sample collections and computerize the data. "I strongly

believe public schools have an obligation to develop an attitude

and sensibility in their students about the fragile environment we
live in," Paternostro says.

In general, his district has extensive environmental education

programs. Paternostro notes East Lycoming has learning labs at

e\ery elementary school, environmental studies and nature trails.

He believes they all work together to make education "relevant"

for kids.

Paternostro feels his Lycoming education really wasn't relevant

in regards to developing administrative skills. However, the

former political science major stresses that college had an impact

on him. "Lycoming College provided me with a broad base of

knowledge that 1 continue to draw from to this day."

Paternostro, who received his masters in educational

administration from St. Lawrence University in 1975, adds his

Lycoming education has helped provide the insight to make
effective decisions. He remembers two of his professors. Dr.

Helen Weidman in political science and Dr. Loring Priest in

history, having such an effect on him while at Lycoming that

they continue to have an impact on his life.

"I had nothing but positive experiences at Lycoming,"

Paternostro recalls. Although he's not given to nostalgia,

Paternostro remembers the campus as being "close-knit." He
came to Lycoming after serving 42 months in the Navy but

didn't feel out of place as a 21-year-old freshman.

While at Lycoming, Paternostro worked 35 hours a week at a

supermarket in the city. He says he can't offer his employment
as an excuse for his C-average at Lycoming. "I don't accept

excuses; I believe excuses make people weak."
He adds, "If I had the perspective then that 1 have today, I

would have had an A-average." Paternostro says as he grew

older his current perspective began to form, allowing him to put

the pieces of his life together and come to terms with himself.

And where will that perspective take him in the future? "I

want to go back to the classroom before leaving education,"

Paternostro emphatically states. He believes it would be a great

experience to teach 6th graders for a year with what he now
knows, compared to what he knew when he started out as a

teacher.

Paternostro looks at his job "as being on watch" to make
sure the march of progress continues at East Lycoming. "I think

the potential of American education is analogous to walking into

the Oklahoma-Texas oilfields and not knowing there's oil there,"

he says. "I think in 1989 we have that same resource in our

young people."

Unlike the people who flocked to Texas and Oklahoma to find

oil, Paternostro has an advantage. As superintendent of the East

Lycoming School District, he knows exactly where the resources

are and has a strong drill in the form of educational programs to

tap the resources during every school day.

Tom Speicher '89 is sports editor at the Milton Standard.

F A r IT T. T Y N O T F, S
JON BOGLE, associate professor of art, recently had his

sculpture displayed at a national sculpture show in West

Hartford, CT. More than 26,000 people saw the exhibit,

including the national convention of landscape architects.

KATHLEEN PAGANA, assistant professor of nursing, recently

had an article entitled "Psychometric Evaluation of the Clinical

Stress Questionnaire" published in the Journal of Nursing

Education

.

ROGER SHIPLEY, professor of art, has been notified by

Artsearch of Denver, CO, that his sculpture will be included in

an upcoming four volume publication, "International Catalogue

of Contemporary Art." Three of his pieces will be represented.

G. W. HAWKES, assistant professor of English, has a new

story, "9:14 Elizabeth," in the current issue of Missouri Review.

CHRISS MCDONALD, assistant professor of chemistry,

recently had a paper published in Tetrahedron Letters entitled

"N-Iodosuccine Mediated Oxidative Cyclization of Mono-t-

butyldimethylsilylated Diols."

SUSAN BEIDLER, associate professor and collection

management services librarian, attended her second meeting as a

member of OCLC's Resource Sharing Advisory Committee in

DubUn, Ohio. She joins twelve other librarians from the United

States and Europe in advising OCLC on issues related to

interlibrary lending, union lists of serials, document delivery,

holdings displays, and collection analysis. OCLC is a

bibliographic utility which supports computerized library service

needs of over 3,000 member libraries.

JACK DIEHL, associate professor of biology, recently had an

article, "2-Deoxyglucose Retards the Growth of Escherichia Coli

on Lactose," published in the Journal of the Pennsylvania

Academy of Science.

STANLEY WILK, professor of sociology-anthropology, has

been notified by the University of Tennessee that his manuscript,

"Scientific Humanism: Essays in Humanistic Anthropology,"

will be published. He also has been reappointed to the Editorial

Board of the Anthropology and Humanism Quarterly.

RICHARD HUGHES, associate professor of religion, recently

had his book. The Judge and the Faith Healer, published by

University Press of America.
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How About Thn«P Wamors!
By: Bill Byham

I.ycoming's fall athletic season was not bad. In fact, it was

downright exciting!

How about a 28-29-1 overall record lor the live intercollegiate

athletic programs that played during the regular fall season. How
about a 15th consecutive winning season in football and a spot

in the NCAA Division III national playoffs and a volleyball

program that was 0-8 in 1988 but was 8-8 in 1989. How about a

soccer program that started as many as live freshmen and still

managed to play some very crowd pleasing soccer. How about

new "personal bests" by all of the Jim Burgei-coached cross

country runners and a field hockey program that became a six

game winner after compiling only two wins last year.

The 1989 Warrior football team, MAC champions, produced

two pre-season All-America football players, two football record

setters, two post season football All-America nominees, nine

.Middle Atlantic Conference All-Academic selections, five weekly

Middle .'Xtlantic Conference Players of The Week and one

National Defensive Player of The Week.

At the opening of the sea.son, Frank Girardi told those

interested that, "We have a goal of winning the conference

championship. Anything else that would take place with our

program would spring from winning the MAC."
In approaching the new season, Girardi knew he had good

talent but there wasn't the pre-season hoopla as there had been

when the 1985 season (10-0 regular season record) opened.

The 9-1-0 record equals the record of the 1980 team but this

1989 team was able to survive "The System" and be voted into

the national playoffs.

Senior light end Vic Olear (Elysburg, PA) and junior corner

back Rick Bealer (West Point, PA) were pre-season All-

Amcrican as selected by the Sporting News College Football

Preview maga/ine. They deTmitely lived up to that billing and

were post season All-American nominees. Bealer was joined by

junior running back Troy Erdman (Spring Glen, PA) in the

record setting department. Bealer established a new career

interception mark with his I8ih theft (breaking Dave Nolan's

1979-82 record of 17) while finishing the regular season with 22

career interceptions. Bealer broke two other existing Warrior

marks in his role as a punt returner. His 48 puni returns and 492

return yards bettered the records of 41 returns by Brian

McNamara (1984) and 335 return yards by Vince Joy (1971).

Erdman set a new single season rushing record by the seventh

game when he topped the 833 rushing yards of Kevin McVey
(1976). The junior tailback went on to become the first Warrior

runner to gain 1,000 yards in a single season. With 41 first half

rushing yards in the first half of the Wilkes game, Lrdntan

closed his junior season with 1,003 yards.

The soccer team, led by freshmen Clete O'Connor
(Kidgewood, NJ), Drew Strohmeyer (Wyckoff, NJ) and Greg
Duke (Audobon, NJ), posted four wins as Coach J. Scott

McNeill installed his "Looking Up" program that saw as many
as seven first year players on the field at the same time during

the season. O'Connor accounted for 13 of the Warrior's 51 team
points (6 goals/ 1 assist), Duke had eight (3 goals/ 2 assists) while

Strohmeyer had six points (2 goals/ 2 assists). McNeill had

seniors Gary Malaby (Philadelphia, PA) and Joe Hales

(Williamsport, PA) as his captains. Circgg Sabbak (West Essex,

NJ) was his other veteran senior player.

The two year old volleyball program, coached by Cheryl

Denipscy. rebounded from an 0-8 1988 season to an 8-8 season
'

'
" I ior captains Cheryl Good (Montoursville, PA) and

(\\'estficld, NJ) were the only players leaving the

! a 1 ady Warriors also proved to be a very popular

iioii as cnthusiaiitic crowds supported their home

Janis Arp's Lady Warrior field hockey team rallied from a

2-12-2 year in 1988 to post an overall 6-7-1 season this year. The
field hockey team also played "young" as Heidi Meakin
(Stockholm, NJ) and Hillary "Buffy" Huffaker (Kenneti

.Square, PA) were the only seniors on the team. The lineup and
season statistics show that the eight first year players made a

"quality impact" on the overall season.

The young players, the team's future, ended up as the

statistical leaders. Sophomore Chris Gulden (Lewisburg, PA) and
Chris Simpson (Watsontown, PA) led the team in goal scoring

with four apiece. Tammy Babish (Malvern, PA) and Kathy

DeMoss (Elliottsburg, PA), both freshmen, each added three

goals.

On the subject of quality, Jim Burget's training methods with

the Lycoming harriers deals on the theme of "doing your PB's."

Translated, it means running the course to come in under your

previous personal best time. All of the Warrior runners were able

to finish the season with vastly improved PB's.

Once again, their were only two seniors among the harriers,

Chad Lohman (Bowie, MD) and Eileen Gallagher (Danville,

PA). Both of those young people are not only dedicated to their

running but will be among the top academic students who will

graduate from Lycoming next May. Lohman and Gallagher were

both named to the Fall Middle Atlantic Conference All-

Academic rosters.

Not a bad fall athletic season. Not bad at all!

Bill Byham is sports information director at Lycoming College.

Lycoming College's Cinderella football season

struck midnight on Saturday, November 25 as

Ferrum College held off a gallant effort in beating

the Warriors 49-24 in the Division 111 South

Region Championship game.

The 1989 Warriors were anchored by an

outstanding defense, but against Ferrum they

experienced a few breakdowns. Head coach Frank

Girardi retlectcd on what might have happened.

"We made some mistakes in pass coverage.

Although we missed a couple of coverages,

Ferrum didn't do anything that surprised us. We
scored enough points to win the game, but we

just couldn't keep them out of the end zone."

Despite the disappointment of losing, Girardi

and the Warriors have a lot of good things to be

proud of. "1 am so proud of this group because

nobody gave them a shot of doing anything,

let alone being in the playoffs," Girardi noted.

"We were picked to finish fourth in our league,

but the kids came to play every single day."

He added, "This loss can't detract from what

the kids have accomplished. They tied the record

for the most wins in a season and went

further than any other Lycoming team in history.

They have a tremendous amount of things to be

proud of."

The clock may have struck tnidnight, but a new

day is about to dawn on Lycoming College as a

national Division 111 football power.

Mark N. Levine
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ChecKpomi s>sti

By: Kimberley D. Kaiser '88

A young man exits a building with a canvas bag slung

over one shoulder. Suddenly, he is stopped in mid step by

a multi-metal armed turnstile. A high-pitched beeping

alarm sounds.

No, this young man is not trying to escape from prison

but, in fact, the Lycoming College Library. Actually, he

has forgotten to check-out the library book nestled

snuggly between two notebooks in his book bag.

The library's security system helps to keep track of all

sources via a target circuit, which is similar to a computer
chip, hidden inside the bookplate of each book. When a

book is properly checked-out, the librarian deactivates the

sensor so that it will not set off the alarm at the security

check-point.

This is but one example of the types of electronic article

surveillance systems that Lycoming College alumnus

I Gerald W. Klein, Class of '72, oversees. As president and

I

CEO of Checkpoint Systems, Inc., Klein attributes part of

his success to the various skills he learned as an

accounting major in college.

"Lycoming taught me how to write and to write well.

This has been a tremendous asset for me in my business

career," Klein says. "The ability to communicate
effectively has been a differentiater for me."

After graduating from Lycoming, Klein went to work
for an accounting firm. He confesses that, at first, he felt

inadequate next to his colleagues who also were recent

college graduates.

"I had a recurring nightmare that one day I would go

to work and they would call me in the office and tell me
that there had been some sort of mistake, and we would

all go our separate ways," Klein says. "But before I knew
it, I began to notice that I was exceptionally well prepared

from my Lycoming College education. I was doing very

well—at the top of the heap—and my peers were seeking

my advice. My attitude definitely changed."

Klein joined Checkpoint Systems, Inc. in 1979 and held

various executive positions until his appointment as

president and CEO in April of '86. Checkpoint Systems is

a fast-growing pioneer company that develops and

manufactures radio frequency based Electronic Article

Surveillance (EAS) and Electronic Access Control (EAC)
systems. While the former system deals with keeping tabs

on merchandise, the latter focuses on restricting

admittance to designated areas. The company's existing

and emerging product lines are, in turn, based on the

concept of Electronic Signatures.

Basically, Electronic Signatures technology makes

signals or electronic identifiers part of, or assignable to,

all kinds of items such as people, merchandise,

equipment, vehicles, etc. This signal can be recognized

electronically at a "checkpoint" by the company's

detection system.

Checkpoint's Electronic Article Surveillance products

include both reusable and disposable hanging tags and

pressure-sensitive labels. In the opening scenario, the

target circuit that was hidden inside of the bookplate is an

example of an EAS product.

According to Klein, "Checkpoint is focusing on getting

as much data as possible stored into a thin, inexpensive,

and flexible circuit. These circuits cost the company less

than a penny a piece to produce, and we project that by
1992 we'll be manufacturing over one billion of these

circuits."

EAS systems are not only found in libraries, but also in

various retail stores, businesses, and industries. The target

circuit is incorporated into the merchandise through the

"price tag." This tag may contain the item's price, size,

brand name, data or bar code, as well as the hidden target

circuit. If the tag is not deactivated by a scanning device

before it crosses the security checkpoint, an alarm is

activated. The security checkpoint combines padded floor

sensor mats with two standing aisle sensors that the

customer must pass through in order to exit the building.

EAS systems also have been incorporated into the

health care industry. A hospital in Delaware affixes the

pressure sensitive targets into every disposable diaper used

in the nursery to help prevent unauthorized removal of

infants.

These comprehensive surveillance systems can help

businesses to manage assets, control shoplifting, and
reduce costs while, at the same time, improve sales and
employee productivity. Although Klein does not have a

crystal ball to see the future, he speculates that these

Electronic Signatures will be a revolutionary feature in the

business field. "Shrinkage, or shoplifting as we know it,

may become obsolete through the application of these

signatures," he says.

According to Klein, this technology may change the

future of shopping habits. For example, shoppers will

need to present an Electronic Signatures card before

entering a store. A scanning device will read each card

(Continued on page 1 7)
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IV^rfcro Xtiorn A Prpffy pQPP

By: Jim Barr

Editor's Note: The following article appeared

m the October 12. 1989 edition of the

Williamsporl Sun-Gazette. It is reprinted with

permission.

The lady with the sing-song name quickly

dispenses with the image of "bubble-

headed-bimbo beauty queens" and gels on

with promoting her personal cause.

Though sometimes rambling, she

delivers her message with a rapid-Tire style

honed by frequent repetition and a frank

casualness that speaks of intense exposure

to floodlights and cameras.

The audience smiles at her self-

deprecating humor, is buoyed by her

obvious commitment, and is brought near

tears by her quiet passion. At the end, the

applause is long and loud.

Thus, Kaye Lani Rae Rafko, Miss

America 1988, registered nurse, rode into

Williamsport on the whirlwind that swept

her up after she surrendered her crown in

Atlantic City 13 months ago.

Rafko was here at the invitation of

Williamsport Hospital officials to give the

third annual Distinguished Nurse

Lectureship address, sponsored by the

hospital and Lycoming College's

Department of Nursing.

In a news conference at the hospital

and a talk to about 400 at the College's

Clarke Chapel afterward, the 26-year-old

blonde told how she is unashamedly

exploiting her Miss America title to

promote registered nursing as a career and

to improve its status as a profession.

"No one would ever pay attention to

Kay Lani Rafko, RN. But just say Miss

America and everybody looks up... Being

Miss America has given me a worldwide

platform."

So she is using the celebrity status

bestowed on her to be "a spokesperson

for a cause."

The audience in Clarke Chapel was

about 90 percent women, and when Rafko

asked how many were nurses, more than

half raised their hands. Another large

segment raised their hands when she asked

how many were nursing students.

To them, she said, "I'm tired of the

poor image nursing has."

Nurses are among the poorest paid,

most overworked and unappreciated of

professionals. But nursing is an exciting,

rewarding and important career, she

added, and she wants more women — and

men — to join her in its ranks.

"Nurses are the heart of the health care

team... Nurses are not there to be hand-

maidens and do dirty work... Nurses do

not care for beds, they do not care for

rooms, they care for people."

It is a message she has carried to some
300 hospitals, 80 hospices, dozens of

schools and conventions around the

country over.

Rafko, no longer a miss since her July

marriage to longtime boyfriend Charles

Wilson, said she did not set out to

become Miss America.

She entered a preliminary beauty

pageant in home town of Monroe, Mich.,

at 17, to earn money for nursing school.

The $700 she won paid her first-year

tuition at St. Vincent Medical Center

School of Nursing in Toledo, Ohio.

All during nursing school and for three

years after while she worked at St.

Vincent, she continued to enter the annual

contests — not always winning — because

it was easy money, she said.

Eventually, she won the Miss Michigan

pageant and then beat out 50 other

contestants at Atlantic City to become the

67th representative of ideal American

womanhood.
Claiming to be a thoroughly modern

woman, Rafko refused to apologize for

her participation in the beauty contest,

despite feminist's criticism of the swimsuit

judging as demeaning, and peoples'

general opinion that beauty queens are

empty-headed gold diggers trading

shamelessly on their good looks and

charms.
"1 don't fit the mold of the typical

Miss America," she said.

The pageant system is dignified, she

said, and has helped a great many young

women to advance their education and

achieve goals entirely unrelated to their

physical endowments.

Just as she did not have an all-

consuming ambition to be Miss America,

she said, she did not set out to become a

standard-bearer for the nursing profession.

(Continued on page 17)

"Naming a registered nurse as Miss

.America could not have come at a more
critical lime in the history of nursing. The

nursing shortage has been with us for years,

''I. // u gettmg more desperate, with few
I'niUfms in sight I used my position as

..,, ti, \i<fok out on behalf of

"Nursing must come from the heart. It's

hard work, difficult hours and.

unfortunately, the monetary rewards are

Just not there. Salaries and benefits are

necessities of life, and nurses are just like

everyone else— we have responsibilities and
dreams for our famdies.

"

"Being .Miss .America u e.xciling and very

challenging, but so is being a nurse. .4s a

nurse. I never know e.xaclly what my day

will bring, but I can always count on going

home feeling good about something that

has happened. There 's no other job in the

world that guarantees the same feeling at

the end of a day.
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GorbaciicY ^ n^ume-noi Assures

By: Dr. Gilbert MacVaugh '27

Illustrations By: Beth Shoemaker '90

Editor's Note: The viewpoints and opinions expressed in the following

article are those of the author. They do not necessarily represent the

position of Lycoming College or the editorial staff of the Lycoming
Quarterly. Copies of the complete article are available through the public

relations office.

President Mikhail Gorbachev is so busy concentrating on his

self-assumed national responsibilities of creating a new and better

, life for all the people of Russia, and of totally reorganizing

Soviet society, economics, industry, agriculture and business of

his government, that he has little time left for matters of the cold

war, the arms race, and nuclear build-up. Thus, the world can be

assured of at least a decade of peace, perhaps even a century.

The American people know very little about what is

transpiring in Russia. They assume that Russia is still "an evil

nation." Yet no other person in the world (except his close

colleagues who support and endorse his efforts at reform), is

responsible for the peaceful coexistence which the world enjoys

today. In contrast, only a few years ago, we feared a nuclear

world war between the United States and the USSR.
Gorbachev, in my judgment, is the greatest man alive today

because of the extensive peace he has brought to the entire

world.

When 1 saw him on TV talking about the revolutionary

restructuring of his communistic government, I could hardly

believe what 1 was hearing. The following are his plans for the

Russian people and the world:

1. Democratize Russia.

2. Encourage every non-democratic nation to democratize itself.

3. Pass laws allowing Russians to elect their voting official

representatives, in the democratic process, utilizing the secret

voting ballot box.

4. Reorganize both Russian society and the economy so there

are increased commodities on all store shelves to meet the

needs of all.

5. Increase the salaries of workers in proportion to their

production.

6. Allow anyone who saves their own money to start their own
business and manage it, so they can keep the profits. (What

could be closer to capitalism?)

7. Any governmental official who opposes his program for the

H Russian people will be demoted immediately and/or

W discharged officially. (Already 1500 ministers have been

discharged because of their laziness, slothfulness and because

they did not increase production.)

8. People will have complete freedom of speech and be free to

criticize the government without fear of reprisal.

9. Allow Christian Bibles to be imported into Russia for use in

worship.

10. Allow Russians to worship freely and without restriction.

My biased friends say, "This is old Russian propaganda.

Believe not a word of it." I counter, "There is good propaganda

and there is bad propaganda. I accept all of the above as good

propaganda and the truth, because I believe he is very sincere in

both words and actions."

There comes a time in the affairs of men and of nations in

which they must totally give up all of their previous biases and

prejudices and accept what a man like President Gorbachev says

as the truth. So far as he has gone, his plans and goals are

accomplished realities. Granted, Russia is the largest nation in

the world and what he has effectuated may seem small to some.

but the people who have enjoyed what he has done, laud him for

his achievements.

We must draw a zero line at some point: on one side is the

past with its biases, prejudices, defeats or victories; on the other

side is the present and the future as well as the truth. We now
live in a world of peace; peace that was not built upon deceit,

prejudice and biases. Instead, it exists because we accepted

Gorbachev and his personality as being a truthful man.

"Gorbachev, in my judgement, is the greatest man alive today

because of the extensive peace he has brought to the entire

world.
"

The President of the USSR made two clarion calls to President

Reagan to the effect that they convene a summit to discuss

seriously the reduction of the reserves of the nuclear arsenal. Yet

Reagan publicly and prejudiciously rejected the calls stating that

Russia was an "evil nation" and that the Russians were not to

be trusted. Gorbachev persisted in his patience and in a very

mature manner repeated his suggestions.

Probably embarrassed, Reagan agreed. Reagan was so

surprised with the behavior and maturity of the Russian that

other summits were held with great success. The first steps had

been taken. Today the world breathes in a more relaxed manner

because Gorbachev displayed his genuineness of purpose for the

establishment of peace in the world - at least between the United

States and the USSR.
The world and the USA were not aware of the fact that

Gorbachev had declared his intention to improve the structure of

his government as well as the welfare and condition of his

people. He called it a revolution - and indeed it was just that.

The result was that Reagan was forced to admit that this unique

man was no longer the leader of an "evil nation," and so

announced publicly that fact. Instead, Gorbachev was viewed as

an astute negotiator, genuinely dedicated to the establishment of

peace in the world.

(Continued on page 12)
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Gorbachev (Continued from page II)

Great gains were made in the reduction of nuclear weapons.

American scientists were permitted, by bilateral agreement, to

witness the destruction of nuclear warheads, as were Russian

scientists able to witness an American destruction of some of our

nuclear devices, a feat totally incredible a few years ago.

Progress was being made but not as the consequence of any

innovative thinking on Reagan's part.

A critically important ancillary effect was soon observed in

other nations which were at war with each other. With the

improved relationship between the USA and USSR, those

nations, receiving millions of dollars in cash and war hardware

to sustain their wars, sat down at the peace table. In all

likelihood, they realized funds would no longer be forthcoming

from cither of the two superpowers. One can place the accolades

for that improvement only on the threshold of Gorbachev.

Much of the blame for Reagan's long standing bias and

prejudice can be attributed to Russia. The fact is their news

media did not inform us as to their reconstruction until long

after Gorbachev had been at work on his goals. Our CIA
"spies" in Russia either did not report what they saw or were

directed to close their eyes to those wonderful sociological

metamorphic events. Obviously, they knew what was transpiring

but they did not report the facts to us. This was dishonest

because the USA and the USSR could have enjoyed three

tensionless years of peaceful coexistence.

Many Americans were fortunate enough to have heard or seen

on TV part of the speech delivered to the CPSU by Gorbachev.

The five hour speech was well received. The English translation

of that speech forms the basis for the excellent background for

this article.

One may conclude that Russia is profoundly interested in

presenting the facts about herself to the world so that, instead of

being thought of as an "evil nation," she will be viewed as an

"open book" nation.

Immediately after reading his speech, I wrote a letter to him,

indicating that I was pleased with what I had read and learned

about Russia. I suggested every coljege and university student in

America should be supplied with a personal copy of the speech. I

felt that the deep impression made on me by the sincere content

of the publication should be shared with every college student.

That knowledge would go a long way toward removing a

considerable amount of bias and prejudice from the minds of

young and old people and would create a firm foundation for

peaceful coexistence.

•RKPORT" June 28. 1988

Gorbachev uses seven significant terms. The seven words are:

(I) Glasnost, (2) Perestroika, (3) Kohlraschot , (4) Capitalism,

(5) Religion, (6) Democracy, and (7) Individualism. One needs to

thoroughly understand these words because upon them hangs

Gorbachev's goals for the entire nation of Russia as well as the

entire world.

I. (ilusnnsi means "a new openness." The word is synonymous
with our term freedom of speech but, in this ca.sc, the freedom

pertains to the individual's permission to criticize the Russian

government or any of its policies without fear of governmental

reprisals. For Russians, this is more than a great privilege; to

Americans it is an everyday event.

Gorbachev originally announced that he would try to

reverse the kind of thinking that the government has been

using for the past seven decades. He soon learned that many
suggestions or criticisms made by his people were valuable

comments which fit his program of reconstruction. He
discovered that freedom to criticize the governmental processes

produced far more good ideas than he had anticipated. When
.IK- policy of glasnost was first announced, the Russian people

' vked. As might have been anticipated, some radical

' >k advantage of the permissiveness, while some of

>..... oachcv's adversaries denounced his innovations as failures.

These voices of objection were, in all likelihood, precisely

what Gorbachev had anticipated for it informed him of some
potential problems which he could correct and it enabled him

to work more closely with the wishes of his people. In that

"together-process," a great deal of pent-up emotion was

released, an important psychological aspect of glasnost.

Since Gorbachev exhibited a sincere concern for his people

first, they responded with harder work and increased

production. But that is not a feature of communistic thinking.

It is a simple psychological stimulus-response technic. He is

placing all of his people's concerns first. That helps explain

the unheralded secret of his success.

Recently, as the first president of Russia, (another symbol

of democracy) he has met with opposition from some
colleagues at the upper levels of government. Despite the

opposition, he is still championing the rights and wishes of the

people. He has been forced to demote some of his own
colleagues who objected to his plans for reform. While that

suggestion probably increased struggles for him, he cannot

lose because what he is doing is part of a universal system of

Christian thinking and acting.

. Perestroika means "restructuring." A comparable American

term would be "overhauling the entire system of production"

with primary concern being centered around the people. For

Gorbachev, this term connotes a revolutionary reorganization

I 1 1 I I
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The Kremlin as viewed

from across the Moskva
River.
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of all the economic, agricultural, social, industrial and
business organizations in the 15 republics composing Russia. It

is a commonly used term by all Russian writers and even by
Gorbachev himself. He said, "We need to develop new ways
of thinking about these important activities in our country."

Fundamentally, any new style of thinking goes to the basic

issue of interest shown by workers in their individual and
collective pursuits. We can have new ways of thinking about

practically any activity but unless the workers who do the

fundamental work have an inherent interest in what they are

doing, little real progress will be observed. People from all

quarters of the country complained that store shelves were

constantly empty and the supply of goods low. There was a

great need to show the workers a new concern for agricultural

and industrial increased production, as well as for the

government to show a greater interest in the welfare of the

people. Increases in salaries and adequate housing needed to

be provided. Gorbachev's plan promises an increase in both

areas.

One important step in restructuring both industry and

agriculture was Gorbachev's "firing" of a large number of

managers in various activities. These people drew their regular

salaries but showed little in the way of increased production in

either agriculture or industry.

^^lJ•;::^;^^2w^^>"V:/^v^^-:-:^.^,>..-.^^-V;- •.•.'

Gorbachev has no compunctions against disposing of lazy

and slothful people who are charged with managerial

activities. He states emphatically: "Whoever and whatever

functions as a hindrance to the objective of making a better

life for the Russian workers will be disposed of

expeditiously." Gorbachev received little objection from the

other leaders and at the same time received much praise for

his courage in firing the workers.

On practically every page of his REPORT o( June 28, 1988,

the reader will find two or three conditions which Gorbachev
cites as needing correction. That is what he calls

reconstruction or perestroika. The program is so ambitious

one wonders how long he will require to put the country in a

condition which satisfies him and his people. Gorbachev is

dedicated to the task of making Russia a better place than

when he was elected to the highest post in the land.

One important element which the American people are

learning about President Gorbachev is the truth about Russia

and its society, as it was and as it is today.

An astute and perceptive leader of a nation does not take

vigorous steps to correct profound sociological factors unless

those factors are sufficiently bad enough to demand
correction. What Gorbachev is saying in his writing is that

communism was not a satisfactory system for the Russian

people. While he personally has not used those words, he has

permitted other writers to say just that. Hence, he has

proposed his program of perestroika to correct Russia's ills

and to provide a far better life for the Russian people.

Recently, a story was circulated with considerable

authoritative support. The story relates that 126 Americans

were traveling on a tour of Russia in a bus. Their guide and

leader was talking to one of the tourists for what seemed a

considerable amount of time so the tourist asked, "Aren't you

afraid that you might be sent to a Siberian jail for your

candid talking?" The reply was, "A short time ago, I would

have been imprisoned for such frank and honest talk.

However, our government wishes us to tell the facts as we see

them today." It was that kind of shocking delineation of the

facts which I read all through Gorbachev's REPORT.
Men and women writers and people who spoke openly

against the government and its procedures were frequently

imprisoned; now they are being released by the scores. That is

part of the perestroika social revolution.

3. Kohlraschot: strictly speaking, this term has to do with

accounting and business processes. A synonymous term to an

American might be the beginning of the capitalistic system in

the USSR. In Gorbachev's use of the word, the following

might be called a simple algebraic equation:

SELF-FINANCING vs. SELF-MANAGEMENT
In the text per se, the description of that equation is: "If a

worker earned enough money to start his own business, then

he should also manage that business and keep the profits." Of

course, that is what Americans call capitalism in its simplest

form. Recently, there appeared on the TV screen a new item

showing a vegetable gardener and his wife selling all sorts of

fresh looking and colorful vegetables on a sidewalk vegetable

stand, not unlike many seen in American cities. The husband

and wife grew these vegetables and, after setting up their

business, sold them to workers who were returning from their

jobs. By law, they were able to keep the profits to expand

their business.

4. Capitalism: Depending upon which side of the financial fence

you are on, I could conjecture that small enterprise will soon

grow into a larger store. That is just one indication that

Russia is slowly growing toward capitalism. Basically speaking,

capitalism is neither good nor bad.

(Continued on page 14)
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Gorbachev (Continued from page 13)

An unnamed editor of a small booklet wrote:

"It is alleged that the Soviet way of development has

come into question in the USSR and that it is supposedly

about to switch over to capitalism as a way of marketing

economy."
The alert reader will see those two words: "alleged" and

"supposedly" as editorial caution words. Those two words

seem to indicate that reprisals arc still feared by some people.

.Another writer in that same book, published by the Russian

controlled press, Novosti Press Agency, writes {p. 47):

"We now have our own millionaires, and their number is

growing. There have been instances of people with modest

salaries coming into possession of large sums of money,

and not everyone who earns money legally would take it

(0 a savings bank."

5. Kelif;ion: In his report, Gorbachev does not mention religion

as a separate part of his revolution; however, there are two

facts which are in print: (1) He has assured the leader of the

Russian Orthodox Church that church doors will soon be

opened to all people because they are citizens of the USSR.

They will be able to worship according to their own choice

and without restrictions. (2) The Baptist church has recently

been given permission to import the Holy Bible into the

USSR. In the past, the Bible was not permitted in Russia.

(The reader probably knows that the Russian Orthodo.x

Church is, in many aspects, similar to the Catholic church.

However, the Russian church does not recognize the Pope as

the Vicar of Christ nor as the head of its church.) It is

noteworthy that the Czars and their families were devout

church aticnders. Churches in Russia, especially those in

Moscow, are exceptionally ornate, expensively decorated, and

beautiful to look at. It is rea.sonable to expect millions of

believers will be flocking to the Russian churches in a few

years after Gorbachev's perestroika progresses.

I tried in vain to ferret out some data about the religious

training of Gorbachev's parents as well as some facts about

his early childhood training. That research yielded nothing.

Since he was born in 19.11, and if his parents were about 25

years old at his birth, then they, his parents, were born about

1906. This was II years before the 1917 Lenin-Marx

revolution. Since there were no religious prohibitions prior to

that time, his parents probably had some Christian religious

training experience during their early childhoods. If a child has

1 1 years of religious training in his or her early childhood,

then one may reasonably conclude that the parents passed on

that influence to him in his youth. My conjecture is that they

were devout Christians and they influenced him deeply.

6. Democracy: It was no small surprise to read the word

democratization used several times in Gorbachev's REPORT.
It was even a greater surprise to see a secret ballot box being

used as the process by which the Russian people would elect

their representatives.

It was still a greater surprise when I read the statement that

he. in effect, was recommending to all non-democratic nations

that they should try to democratize themselves as he was

It templing lo democratize Russia.

People who continue to speak of Russia as an "evil nation"

have not read his REPORT. A nation which operates under

the will of the people is called a democracy. The very word

itself is rooted in the Greek word, "people." Democratization

'i;;ins the progressive application of the principles of

I'v, r.-Kv in a nation. True democracy is people-centered.

re not for the fact that Gorbachev uses the term

'anon frequently, I would hardly, in terms of my
' mild, long-standing bias and prejudice against the

.....cMi of Russia, believe what he put in his REPORT.
b\ reading his book, my biases and prejudices have vanished.

7. Individualism: For Gorbachev, individualism is (he most

important of all the other terms. If any one noun appears

more frequently in his REPORT, it is the word people. His

entire focus is on the welfare and well-being of his people. His

desire is to make them far happier than they ever were before

he came to power. Once he was one of those people, just a

Russian. His plan is to establish in every community more

community centers, more libraries, more hospitals and child

clinics. His plan is to create, in each community, a

considerable degree of increased activity for his people. He
wants them to earn higher salaries. His desire and plan is to

improve the working conditions in all work places so that the

people are happier and produce more for themselves. He
wants the store shelves to be overflowing with food and

clothing commodities so that his people can enjoy more of

their life. He wants his people to learn how to govern

themselves by the secret ballot box. His REPORT is replete

with ideas which he has for his people.

Any person who knows these SEVEN terms and descriptions

of them, even in outline form, knows far more about Russia

than 991^0 of the American people. In review the seven terms are:

(1) glasnost, (2) perestroika, (3) kohlraschot, (4) capitalism,

(5) religion, (6) democracy and (7) individualism. Together, these

terms comprise the primary thinking and acting of President

Mikhail Gorbachev.

The facts I have represented herein have been obtained entirely

from what I have read in official USSR publications which were

sent to me by the Embassy of the USSR. Unlike President

Reagan, 1 hold absolutely no biases. Anyone who reads the

writings shown in the references, will, per force, arrive at the

same impression and attitude towards the USSR. Shoddy or

superficial reading or too rapid a reading will result in the reader

arriving at the wrong impression and attitude toward the USSR.

No person is justified in proffering his own interpretation of

the writings of Gorbachev. He is highly intelligent and an

emotionally mature person who is fully competent to present his

own plans and programs in very lucid terms. The only

misimpressions which an American can derive from Gorbachev's

writings would come from an erroneous translation. On an .ABC-

TV program (11-30-88), Ted Koppel, a student from the

Harriman Institute, and Vladimir M. Pozner spoke in stark

disagreement as to the happenings in Russia today. It seemed

obvious that neither one had read carefully Gorbachev's

writings. Hence, millions of Americans were misled.

Those people who create or supervise TV programs of the

"talk variety" have a great responsibility not to permit any

amateur sociologist or reporter a free interpretation of

Gorbachev's writings. The analysis of the substance of

Gorbachev's programs or thinking should be reserved for

informed thinkers on the level of Dr. Sigmund Freud or Dr.

Freda Reichman, certainly, no politician of any ilk.

Gorbachev has brought the world to a previously never

experienced state of peace. Any misrepresentation or

misstatement, intentional or otherwise, could seriously interfere

with the peace status which exists today. For his life, thus far,

the world owes Gorbachev a standing ovation and continuous

prayer of approbation. His past success is his reward. Great men

of his class want no less than a continuous challenge.

Cillbcrl S. MiKvaugh. Sr. M.S., Ph.D.. is a graduate of Dickinson

Seminary. Class of 1927. and The American Linivcrsily. A teacher and

published author, he has maintained a prnalc practice as a

psychoanalyst in Chevy Chase, Maryland, lor over SO years. He is a

retired Navy 1 icuienani Commander and has traveled extensively in

Europe and the Holy Lands.
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Alumna Joins Staff
Kimberley D. Kaiser '88 is

the assistant director of

public relations at Lycoming
College. A magna cum
laude graduate, Kaiser

majored in mass
communication and
minored in English

literature and psychology.

She was an active member
in Gamma Delta Sigma
sorority and held the

position of Scholarship

Chairman. She also is an

alumna of the S.I.

Newhouse School of Public

Communications at

Syracuse University having

finished her master of arts degree in public relations this

summer. A magna cum laude graduate, Kaiser is a

member of the Public Relations Student Society of

America.

Gibbs McKenney
Honored For 25 Years

Of Service

I

JK Gibbs McKenney (center), chairman emeritus of the College's

Board of Trustees, received a gold watch emblematic of 25 years

of dedicated service to Lycoming. Robert L. Shangraw (left),

chairman of the Board of Trustees and James E. Doulhat (right),

president of Lycoming College made the presentation at the fall

meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Younger Honored
As Distinguished

Accounting Alumnus

Alvin M. Younger, Jr. '71, vice president/treasurer of T. Rowe
Price Associates, Baltimore, MD. was honored at the 8th annual
Accounting Society awards banquet. Younger received the

Distinguished Accounting Alumnus A ward from Logan Richard

(left), professor emeritus of accounting.

Capital For A Day

Pennsylvania Secretary of the Commonwealth, Christopher Lewis,

(center) visited Professor Mary Wolf's Public Opinion and Polling

class during his visit to Lycoming College. Secretary Lewis

answered questions on voter registration and issues facing slate

government. He was in Williamsport as part of the "Capital For
A Day" program, a two-day reign that brought Governor Robert

Casey and his cabinet to the city.
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By: Mark Neil Levtne

The Vietnam War could have been won had decisions and
strategy been left to the military and not Washington, D.C.
based politicians. That is the opinion of two members of

the U.S. Army War College's Current Affairs Panel who
spoke to Lycoming classes during an October visit to

campus. Army Lieutenant Colonel MacArthur Deshazer,

who commanded an air defense artillary unit in Vietnam,

and Air Force Colonel Scott Sonnenberg, a fighter pilot

with more than 300 hours of combat missions in Vietnam,

discussed their participation in the Vietnam War.
Lt. Colonel Sonnenberg noted that "unlike other wars

(Korea, World War 1 and U), the Vietnam War was
fought from Washington with the strategic decision

making made by politicians, not military personnel." He
pointed out that decisions such as bombing targets and
bombing run times were made by politicians and carried

out by military personnel, who were given no opportunity

for input.

''Never send the military to war with

their hands tied. If we had been

allowed to fight this war the way it

should have been fought, without

political interference, the results

would have been much different.
"

Colonel Scott Sonnenberg,

V. S. Air Force

"It didn't take the North Vietnamese very long to

figure out the predictability of our bombing runs.

Knowing that we would launch our bombing runs

precisely at the same time each day made it much easier

emotionally for them to carry on their business."

Sonnenberg expressed the frustration he and other fighter

pilots experienced because of these limitations.

"You can't imagine how frustrating it was to see huge
convoys of supplies coming down the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

You knew that the munitions would be used to kill

American service personnel, yet you were powerless to

stop them."

Lt. Colonel Deshazer, a former White House Fellow

and special Assistant to the Director of Central

Intelligence, echoed similar sentiments. "My unit was
stationed close to the Cambodian border. The Vietnamese
would make their strikes then turn back towards
Cambodia. We were not permitted to pursue them once
they reached the border."

Desha/er talked about the psychological damage to

Vieicong inflicted upon American troops. He recalled one
ticularly gruesome incident. "A young second
Mni look a five man patrol out one evening. They
-turned. The next day a search party found the

Ml five men had been killed, lined up across the

inilorms stripped off and their bodies mutilated.

Li. Colonel MacArihur Deshazer emphasizes a point during his

visit to a Lycoming College political science class.

There was no one around, the enemy had retreated to the

safety of Cambodia. The search party was left to deal not

only with the grizzly death of their comrades, but also

with the psychological frustration of fighting an enemy
you couldn't see or pursue." Deshazer noted that it was
this type of frustration which led to the Mei Lei massacre.

Both military men cite inadequate equipment and
poorly trained personnel as another contributing factor

for our failure in Vietnam.

Colonel Sonnenberg, a fighter pilot with over 2,600

hours flying time, piloted the F-4 Phantom in Vietnam.

"Our equipment, including the planes and guidance

systems, were not state of the art. When the war started,

we were trying to use the F-4 as a bomber, reconnaissance

plane, and a cover plane for our naval group. It wasn't

designed to be a plane for all reason. As a result, the ratio

of planes lost was alarmingly high when compared to

other wars." In addition to the planes, Sonnenberg noted

that pilots were precluded from hitting certain targets such

as hospitals, business areas, and the rice field dykes. "The
North Vietnamese simply moved their AAA (anti-aircraft

artillery) to these areas, such as a hospital roof, or the

rice fields and fired at will, knowing we were powerless to

answer the fire."

If there is one lesson to be learned from Vietnam,

Sonnenberg and Deshazer quickly agree on what that

lesson is.

Sonnenberg cautions, "Never sent the military to war
with their hands tied. If we had been allowed to fight this

war the way it should have been fought, without political

interference, the results would have been much different."

Mark Neil Levinc. managing editor of the Lycoming Quarterly, is

director of public and media relations.
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Bruce B. Sawyer
Major: Biology

Class Year: 1975

Home: Piscataway, New Jersey

Age: 35

Profession: Manager, OKT*3 Manufacturing, Ortho
Pharmaceutical Corporation, Raritan, New Jersey

Hobbies: Basketball, great for aerobic conditioning and
stress management.
Latest Book Read: Bloods: An Oral History of the

Vietnam War by Black Veterans by Wallace Terry.

Latest Accomplishment: Completion of hiring the

technical, administrative and supervisory staff necessary to

satisfy the worldwide production requirements for OKT*3.
Why I do what I do: OKT*3 is a drug that positively

impacts the lives of transplant patients. Literally thousands

of people are alive today as a result of our organization's

efforts.

Profile: An intuitive and motivated listener.

Philosophy: Avoid boredom by moving on to new
challenges and responsibilities once the existing project is

up and running.

Lycoming Recollection: The penthouse crew in SKEATH
HALL; intramural basketball; John Piper, Frank Kamus,
Jack Diehl, Jack Buckle, and a host of friends and

experience.

Lycoming Experience: At Lycoming, 1 was exposed to

many lifestyles and values that were different from my
own. From these experiences, I was able to revise my own
values and expand my horizons.

NOTE: Bruce recently was promoted to Biotechnology Manufacturing Manager, Purification for Ortho Biologies, Inc.,

EPO Facility in Manati, Puerto Rico.

Checkpoint Systems (Continued from page 9)

and, in turn, identify the individual according to credit

history and citizenship. Once the card is verified, the

person can enter the store.

As shoppers browse through the aisles of the store, they

do not put the selected items into a shopping cart but

instead place them into bags. When patrons leave the

store, they must pass through a security Checkpoint which
will instantaneously record the purchase of the

merchandise and deactivate the "security tags." Whether
the merchandise is in shopping bags, a coat pocket or a

purse, it is accounted for by the surveillance system. The
sale is charged to the person's credit account such as Visa,

MasterCard or American Express. Sales personnel will no
longer be necessary in the check-out phase of retail

activities but will be needed to demonstrate products and
answer questions. "This is the Checkpoint vision of

Electronic Signatures technology," Klein says.

Klein's advice to Lycoming students focuses on the

premise of never quitting. "Think real hard about what

you want to do with your life. The good news is that

there is a lot of money to be made, but it requires focused

thought, diligence and never giving up."

Kimberley Kaiser '!

Lycoming College.

is assistant director of public/media relations at

More Than A Pretty Face (Continued from page 10)

During her nationwide travels as Miss America she gave a

number of talks about nursing, she recounted. When she

completed her year in that role, invitations started coming in for

her to continue the theme.

"I just couldn't turn people down," she says.

Although her title would have guaranteed her quick acceptance

with any national organization, publicity agency or speakers

bureau, Rafko said, she has refused all offers.

She said she acts as her own booking agent and secretary,

personally writing replies to all letters, returning all phone calls

and negotiating speaking fees.

Even without professional promotional assistance, she said,

she has not had a break for the past year, except for her

honeymoon. She is booked solid through February and has

hardly any free time scheduled through next summer.

Such is the power conferred by the Miss America title, she

says.

But she loved nursing before her clean-cut features, bright

smile and hula dancing won her national fame, and it is to

nursing she wants to return, Rafko said.

Once her speaking engagements wind down, she plans to use

her $45,000 in Miss America scholarships to work for a

bachelor's degree in nursing. Her ultimate goal, though, is to

open a hospice program for terminally ill cancer patients in her

hometown "in three or four years."

Jim Barr is a reporter with the Williamsport Sun-Gazette.
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Recent commitments have pushed The Campaign for

Lycoming CulleKe over the $11 million mark as it prepares

to enter the last 6 months of activity. New gifts and

pledges from alumni, corporations, foundations and

friends of the College have been added to existing

contributions to boost the five-year Campaign closer to its

$13.3 million goal.

All gifts and grants are being used by the College to

enhance facilities and strengthen services as Lycoming

prepares for quality undergraduate instruction in the

I990's and bevond.

Tax Wise Gifts

Planned Giving is the art of planning your charitable gifts

to provide the ma.ximum benefits for yourself and our

College. Our hope is that you might choose the gift

opportunity which is most ideally suited to further your

financial objectives as well as benefit our College. We
would welcome an opportunity to provide additional

information regarding the application of any of these gift

opportunities to your particular situation.

1

.

(live cash

Tax savings often provide up to 33% of this gift.

2. (jive appreciated securities

This gift also provides greater tax savings under the

new law. Your tax savings often provide over 60*^o of

this gift.

3. (jive appreciated real estate

This gift also provides greater tax savings under the

new law. Your tax savings often provide over 60% of

this gift.

4. (Jive and increase income
This gift is ideal if you own appreciated securities of

real estate, and you would like to give and increase

your income. This gift also is perfect if you own tax

free bonds or cash and you wish to give and increase

your income.

5. (live your home or farm and keep (he properly for

your own use

This gilt is ideal if you have considered a bequest of

your home or farm to our College or if you are

considering a sale of these assets, and you would like to

give and increase your income. This gift also is perfect

if you own tax free bonds or cash and you wish to give

and increase your income.

6. (jive and receive your t>ift hack

You can plan an annual gift to our College for a

specific number of years and receive a current income

tax deduction for your future gifts. You also receive

your property back after the specific number of annual

gifts. This is often an ideal gift.

We encourage you to consult your own advisors

regarding the application of these gift opportunities in

your particular situation. We would welcome an

opportunity tc provide additional information to you and

your advisors as you consider maximizing your gifts to

our College.

The Campaign for Lycoming College

$13.3 TOTAL GOAL

$11. million

(December 1989)

$9.0 million

$6.5 million

$3.0 million

Special Trust Supports

Campaign
Mrs. Annabelle Rich Leinbach, Class of 1909, recently

established a special charitable trust which will provide a

magnificent gift to our current capital campaign. Working
with her estate planners, she has made use of a

Testamentary Charitable Lead Trust.

The charitable lead trust is basically the opposite of a

charitable remainder trust. Instead of transferring the

"remainder" interest to Lycoming College, after providing

annual payments to the donor, or his or her designated

beneficiary(ies), the lead trust provides for payments to

the College for a specific number of years. All o( the

principal in the trust is then returned to family members
or other named beneficiaries as specified by the donor in

the original trust document. For this reason, the lead trust

is providing a good opportunity for Mrs. Leinbach to

generously support her alma mater and transfer

substantial assets to her family with minimum gift or

estate tax consequences.

The annual income from the trust will be used to

support the construction obligations on Lycoming's new
science center.

Mrs. Leinbach, age 99, spends her summers with her

daughter in Harrisburg and her winters with her two sons

in Morida. She enjoys good health and an active life. She

expects to return to the campus for the 1990 Homecoming.
\\'e are extremely grateful to Mrs. Leinbach and her

family for their generosity and long-standing relationship

with Lycoming College.
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The Day Democracy Died (Continued from page 1)

The other memorable evening was the night before the

shooting. We were driving toward the square on Chang An
Avenue at 3 a.m. when we saw what lool<ed like a group of boy

scouts heading for the square. Their pants were rolled up and

they wore white shirts, not uniform jackets. Most looked like

teenagers. They were eight or ten abreast, and as we passed them

we realized they were the Chinese Army. No weapons, but the

numbers of them seemed overwhelming. We drove past the

column for more than a mile until we got to the front ranks as

they reached the Beijing Hotel, about a block from the square.

In a matter of moments what had seemed like a deserted street,

except for the soldiers, was filled with thousands of students and

workers determined to stop the soldiers from reaching the

'''We are not afraid to die. But we have

already lost a lot of blood. We must
leave the square.

"

—Hou Dejian, a popular songwriter

square. They moved buses into the street to block it and just the

mass of people made it impossible for the soldiers to move
forward. The people began taunting the soldiers, grabbing their

hats and knapsacks. Finally, the soldiers retreated. No one

knows if they really were going into the square or if it was just

another government feint. Twenty-four hours later the shooting

started.

It's unlikely anyone will ever know how many were killed.

Both sides tried to manipulate the numbers. The government said

no one was killed in the square, while some students said more

than ten thousand died. The truth is probably somewhere in

between. Hospitals were ordered to stop giving out numbers

after they had confirmed several hundred dead.

I was back in Beijing in the beginning of September. The

government says things are back to normal, but they're not.

There is still martial law, but as Premier Li Peng said, it's not

like westerners imagine. There are a few soldiers standing guard

at major intersections, but you have to look to Find them. They
stand under large beach umbrellas to shade themselves from the

sun, and people move around them as if they don't e.xist. It's not

the soldiers the people fear so much now as the secret police.

They knock on the door and someone is taken away with no
explanation, perhaps not to be seen again. It sounds

melodramatic, but it is happening. Newspapers and television

praise people who have turned in their relatives as counter-

revolutionaries. People say a lot of grudges are being settled on
the hotline.

Tienamen Square is still officially closed, although you can get

permission to get past the guards. The paving stones still show
the burn marks from the fires and the gouges from the tank

treads. But other than that, there is no sign that anything

happened here. One official admitted they are not sure when it

will be open to the public again. An official re-opening could

draw massive crowds of curious people. The government doesn't

want that, and so it may just be a long, gradual process.

''China is dead.
" —A youth

School has started again, but students are warned they will be

e.xpelled and prosecuted if they demonstrate—about anything.

Many freshmen college students will spend their first year in

military training, not in the classroom. Many who expected to

begin graduate school will have to spend a year or two working

in a village or in a factory first. Political education is being

intensified starting in grade school.

There are still very few western tourists. Some business people

have returned, but hotels that would normally be packed this

time of year are filling only a fourth of their rooms.

China spent the last ten years trying to make up for time lost

during the Cultural Revolution. Much of the progress was lost

this Beijing Spring.

A "Fuld-filling" Experience (Continued from page 3)

The Fuld Foundation was especially kind to its fellows.

They gave us a farewell dinner at the elegant and

luxurious Hyde Park Hotel. While drinking the best

champagne I have ever tasted, I had the immense honor

and pleasure of discussing the future of the nursing

profession with J.Q. Benoliel, one of nursing's most

eminent leaders. This was a night of meeting nursing

leaders. It was like a dream—eating the best gourmet

food—conversing with such stimulating people— I didn't

want to ever wake up!

September 9:

Today was the final day of the conference. My friends

and I took a long leisurely lunch so that we could enjoy

each others' company for one final day. We went to

Selfridges to buy gifts and a mountain of scrumptous

Belgian chocolates for ourselves. We took our chocolates

and some sandwiches to Hyde Park where we had a

picnic. We headed back to the conference for closing

remarks, which were upbeat and encouraging. Then we

rushed to Hamley's toy store and Paddington Station to

purchase the famous Paddington bears. We returned to

the Hard Rock Cafe for one last bash. We still felt

adventurous and decided to go to Tower Bridge, which

most people believe is London Bridge, to take some night

photos. There was one slight hitch; the subway closed at

midnight. Unbeknownst to us, we were stuck on the other

side of London! I was so scared because we were totally

lost. Luckily, a taxi came along and we huddled into it.

After that we stayed up talking and packing. I would miss

all the friends I had made at the conference.

Before 1 knew it the trip was over. I had experienced so

much in the last few days and felt both privileged and

honored to have been selected to go to the conference. It

was an experience I'll never forget. I would like to thank

the Lycoming College Nursing Department for their

encouragement and support, for without it I would have

been lost.

Christina Foust '88 earned a BSN from Lycoming College.
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1989 Lycoming Sports Hall of Fame
Front row (from left to right): Jim Smith. Lee Wolfe, Mary Malloy, Ray
Radomicki, Mike Brown. Back row (from left to right): Mark Molesky, Steve

Wiser, Walter Manning.
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Front row (seated from left to right): Margaret Hayden,

Stephanie Neyhart, Lisa Marcantuono, Eileen Esposito (1st

runner up). Back row (standing from left to right): Nina

Docto, Chris Peracchio, Heidi Meakin (1989 Homecoming
Queen), Deb Burkland (1988 Homecoming Queen). Joanne

Marchesano, Jayme Yerger, Chris Pasquarella.

Four men to the Class of 19S9 with their wives at iheir 50lh

reunion: From left to right: Mr. and Mrs. Willard Arnold,

Mr. and Mrs. George Long, Mr. and Mrs. James Schalles and

Dr. and Mrs. George Riegel.

Williamsport businessman David Brumberg (left) received

Lycoming College's "Outstanding Alumnus" Award. Mr.

Brumberg '42, was cited for "countless contributions lo the

insurance profession, community and fellow citizens. " Dr.

David Detwiler '74 (right) presented the award.

f^
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'16

REBECCA SHEPHERD BROWN is

enjoying life at the Williamspori Home
apartments, Williamsport, PA.

'26
GEORGE R. McCAHAN has retired

from private practice as a licensed

psychologist in the fields of marital.

family and group therapy. He and his

wife, Gerda, celebrated their 40th wedding

anniversary in October. They reside in

Greenville, SC.

'31

RALPH C. GEIGLE delivered the kickoff

address for the silver anniversary of the

Phi Delta Kappa chapter at Kutztown
University. He resides in Reading, P.A.

'51

WILLIAM J. DEVANEY. president of

Stanley-Vidmar, Inc., .Allentown, PA, has

been appointed chairman of the board of

the manufacturing services extension

center (MSEC) based at Lehigh University.

He is a member of the board of directors

of the Bank of PA, the Manufacturing
Management Council of the Society of

Manufacturing Engineers and served as

co-chairman of the Critical Issues in

Manufacturing committee. He resides in

Allenlov^n with his wife, Amy.

'52
t RED W. NORMAN is retired and
enjoying life in Punta Gorda, FL.

'53
JAMES EARL CAVANAUGH, dean of

Grace and Holv Trinity Cathedral,

received the William E. Yates Medallion

for distinguished service in religion at

William Jewell C ollege. Liberty, .MO. He
resides in Kansas City.

'54
CHARLES D. LEACH will serve as

inicrim president at Clarion University,

Clarion, PA. He resides in Brookvillc.

KEIGH CRONAUER STRAUSER
EARISMAN is an art teacher in the

Montoursville School District. She will

join her husband, Dclbcrt, who will be

(caching in Taejon, Korea, in January of
1990.

'59
ROBERT T. HART is the manager of the

executive search group, management
consulting department of Peat Marwick

and Main, New York City.

JAMES P. McCORMICK has been

appointed director of Tield operations

administration in the home office of

Nationwide Insurance, Columbus, OH.
He resides with his wife, Lenata, in

Westerville.

'60
KYLE W. McAUILLEN, JR has

been appointed senior pastor of

the College Park United Brethren

in Christ Church, Huntington, IN.

'61
CONSTANCE CUPP PIANKENHORN
is the director of the alumni and parent

relations ofrice at Lycoming College.

'62
PAUL E. SABIN is the executive director

for the United Methodist Children's

Home. Jackson. MS He holds a Ph.D.
Irom the .\incrican Institute of

Hypnotherp>, Santa .Ana, CA.

'65
G. BRUCE PATTERSON has

been promoted to vice president-

marketing of the Motor Club of

America Companies. He resides in

Cherry Hill. NJ.

'66
JAMES A. TYSON was named plant

manager at the Wellsboro GTE Sylvania

Corporation plant. He and his family

reside in Wellsboro.

JAMES C. HUBBARD was appointed

vice president of Marine Group for the

Tulsa, OK, branch of the Brunswick

Corporation. He serves as the

administratis e director of the Fish.America

Foundation, which works to ensure the

future of our nation's water and fisheries

resources. He resides in Broken Arrow
with his wile, Sharon, daughter, Kristina,

and son, Karl.

'67
FRFDRIC A. BRIGHTMAN was

awarded the doctor of ministry degree

from Eden Theological Seminary in St.

Louis. He is an ordained minister in the

United Church of Christ and serves

interim pastorates in ihc Massachusetts,

Connecticut and New Hampshire area. He
resides in Pepperell, MA.

EDWARD W PAUP was appointed

district superintendent of the

Utah/Western district in the Rocky
Mountain Conference of the United

Methodist Church. He is responsible for

overseeing the minisirv of pastors and the

forty churches in his district. He resides

with his wife, Carol, and three daughters

in Grand Junction, CO.
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'71 '76
JOHN H. McDowell, senior vice

president of the First National Bank of

Greencastle, recently graduated from the

American Bankers Association's Stonier

Graduate School of Banking. He resides

in Greencastle, PA.

'72
KATHLEEN V. DONNELLY will be the

visiting professional with the journalism

department at Indiana University of

Pennsylvania. Currently, she is an

assistant professor in the journalism and

communications department of Point

Park College. She also is a consultant to

small businesses through the Small

Business Development Center at the

University of Pittsburgh. She resides in

Pittsburgh.

THOMAS J. SCHIMMER was appointed

customer-service manager for

Pennsylvania Blue Shield's western region.

He will manage the customer-service

function for private business accounts.

'73
DEBORAH EVANS GROVE was

reassigned from the position of remedial

readmg program supervisor to substitute

principal at Round Hills Elementary

School, WiUiamspon, PA.

'74
STEVEN F.-MR was named department

manager of Stambaugh Dorgan and

Company, Inc.. a public accounting firm.

He works out of their York, PA office.

'75
GEORGE F. COE has been

promoted to vice president and

general manager of Brodart

Company's book division.

^T

JOSEPH N. YORKS has been appointed

pastor of the Martinsville United

Methodist Charge. He and his family

reside in Windsor, PA.

'77
MICHAEL A. CHIGLINSKY is the

children's program director for HCA
Roanoke \'alley Psychiatric Center,

Salem, \A. He resides in Roanoke.

ANTONIOS E. CHRYSSOS has been

appointed assistant clinical professor in

the division of thoracic and cardiovascular

surgery at Ohio State University

Hospitals, Columbus, OH.

JOHN A. MYERS has been named
president and chief executive officer of

Founders Federal Savings, VVilliamsport,

PA. He resides with his wife, D.\R1EL
(ROESCH '64), and family in Trout Run,

PA.

'79
MICH.\EL S. BROWN is the president of

Affirmed Enterprises, Inc. He and his

wife, Patricia, reside with their three

children in Glen Mills. P.\.

JOHN S. PIAZZA has received his JD
degree from the University of Dayion. He
is employed as a sub-contract practices

administrator with General Electric

Aircraft Engines. Cincinnati. OH. He
plans to relocate to the Cincinnati area

with his wife, Patricia, and daughter,

Maria.

KIM KRAMER YOUNG has been

promoted to the manager of the Tilghman

Street office of Bank of Pennsylvania.

She resides in Bethlehem.

THERESA McDERMOTT McKNIGHT is

enjoying her career as wife and mother as

well as selling Longaberger handwoven

baskets. She resides with her husband.

Frank, and three sons, in Wallmgford,

CT.

THOMAS F. REUTHER has accepted the

position of materials manager for Dorsey

Trailers, Inc., Northumberland Plant. He
and his wife. Sherry, reside in Milton,

PA. with their daughter, Beth.

'80
MICHAEL R. STEVENS has been

appointed to assistant vice president and

trust officer, personal trust division, of

the trust and financial management

department of Midlantic National Bank.

He is responsible for the administration of

trust and estate accounts. He resides in

Basking Ridge. NJ, with his wife, Sharon.

SUSAN BURCH CARAVAGGIO
received her JD degree from the

Dickinson School of Law.

SCOTT DAVID MARTIN graduated

from the University of Pittsburgh School

of Dental Medicine. He is currently

stationed at Fort Hood, TX.

STEVEN F. VODOKLYS is a government

contracting consultant for Price

Waterhouse. He and his wife, CAROLYN
(CARR '80), reside with their son, Brian,

in Great Neck, Long Island, NY.

'82
JOSEPH L. CASCHERA has been

promoted to audit senior manager

for the Harrisburg office of

KPMG Peat Marwick. He resides

in Harrisburg, PA.

REBECCA A. FOSTER is a writer for

Promotion Products, Inc., an exhibit and

display company in Portland, OR. She

resides in Lake Oswego.

SHARI CHAMBERS NOCTOR received

her MBA in management and marketing

from Wilkes College. She oversees the

operations for the Pennsylvania division

of Realty Factors Ltd: a Manhattan baseo

financial company specializing in the real

estate brokerage business. She resides in

Easton, PA, wuh her husband, Thomas.
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REBEKAH B. SWEET, pastor of the

Rome United Methodist Charge, received

the George R. Akers Memorial Award for

excellence in rural ministry. She is the first

recipient of this award which was

established in 1988 in recognition of

outstanding leadership in rural churches.

She resides in Rome. PA.

'84

SCOTT S. GRIGSBY received his Ph.D.

in biophysics from Ohio State University.

He is currently a research associate at

Ohio State University College of

Optometry where he is studying congenital

and acquired color vision deficiencies and

early detection and diagnosis of optic

nerve diseases. He resides in Columbus.

MICHAEL T. BOWEN graduated this

past spring from Temple University School

of Law. He resides in Philadelphia. PA.

'88

'85

CHRISTINE ALBERGO BEGA has been

promoted to the newly created position of

customer-relations and service-quality

manager at York Federal Savings and Loan

Association. She resides in York. PA.

ROBERT JESSE BURNS has been

elected assistant vice president of Marsh

and McLennan, a firm located in New
Jersey. He resides in Columbia.

JEFFREY H. DOWNING has received a

master's of science degree in computer

science from Fairlcigh Dickinson

University. He is employed by the U.S.

Army CECOM (Center for Software-

Engineering), at Fort Monmouth. He
resides in Fanwood. NJ. with his wife.

JULIE (WILCOX '83).

TONYA Y. LARSEN has been promoted

to account services supervisor for Ball

Advertising and Marketing, a Lancaster,

PA based advertising agency.

'86

LISA R. SHOLLY is the director of sales

for Days Inn-Airport, Middlciown, PA.

She resides in Middletown.

'87
DAWN I,. BLACK, a senior accountant

with the firm of Parenie, Randolph,

Orlando, Carey and Associates,

Williamsport, PA, has received

notification that she has passed the

Uniform Certified Public Accountant

Examination. She resides in Williamsport.

CHRISTINA BUONGIORNO is employed

a.s a special education teacher in the Little

Ferry public school system in Little Ferry,

NJ. She is also a graduate student at

William Pater.son College, Wayne, NJ,

pursuing J master's degree in special

education. She resides in Norihvalc, NJ.

COLLEEN M. McCALLUS was recently

named assistant women's basketball and

Softball coach at Lock Haven University.

'89

SUSAN L. BENSINGER is currently

attending officer basic course at Ft. Sam
Houston in San Antonio, TX. After

completion of the course, she will report

to Walter Reed Army Medical Center in

Washington, DC, for a four year tour as

an Army Nurse Corp officer on a

medical-surgical Hoor.

Marriages
KTIGH CRONAUER STRAUSER '58

and Delbert Earisman, June 10. 1989.

Williamsport, PA.

ROSE MARLENE CONFER '76 and

Joseph A. Angeiita. March 25. 1989.

Scottsdale, AZ.

GAIL ANDERSEN '77 and Thomas
Kirkham. July 29, 1989, Grayslake, IL.

LYNETTE LEE LAYLON '78 and

Grayson B. Smith, Jr., September 2,

1989, Chapel Hill, NC.

Ellen M. Gregg and MICHAEL
WILLIAM LEBO '79, April 15, 1989.

Winston-Salem, NC.

LYNNE S. TOMKINSON '80 and David

A. Bishop. August 6. 1989. Manchester.

NH.

SUSAN K. WEST '80 and Gary L. Davis.

July 1, 1989, Jersey Shore. PA.

PATRICIA EDITH FORDER '84 and

Jeffrey J. Del.co, July 1989,

Bcrnardsvillc, NJ.

II 1 ANORE LAUT '84 and Robert

Russell, May 6, 1989, Summit, NJ.

Attendants included: PATRICIA A.

RYAN '85 and JULIA CROWELL
JACKSON '85.

VICTORIA A. NFEl Y '87 and Sieve

Winion, December 1988, Williamsport,

PA.

Vl( Kl SUE HEIM '88 and BRIAN
MICHAEL MATTEO '88, July 8, 1989.

Montoursville. PA.

PAMELA C. PELTON '88 and Matthew

Peters. May 20, 1989, Roxbury. NJ.

Allendanis included: KARI N KAYE
PELTON '86, maid of honor, JANET
SKUDERA WARD '87. bridesmaid, and

SCOTT PELTON '86, an usher.

Ro.xanne Greenawalt and ANTHONY J

DeMILIO '89, July 1989, Allentown, PA.

Michelle Lynn Myers and HARALD
LOUIS HOLCOMB '89, July 1989,

Birdsboro, PA.

Births
A son, Peter, to CLARITA
(ANDERMAN '73) and STANLEY J.

KRALL '73. September 29. 1989.

A daughter. Megan Elizabeth, to Cynthia

and DOUGLAS R. POWNALL '74.

January 4, 1989.

A daughter, Amy Elizabeth, to Liz and

ROBERT S. TANNAHILL '74, February

9, 1989.

A son. Trevor Jonathan, to AMY
(STAHURA '76) and Kenneth Rastelli,

May 15, 1989.

A daughter, JoAnna Catherine, to

Barbara and JOSEPH N. YORKS '76.

June 8, 1989. She joins a brother. Joshua,

age three, at home.

A son. Brett Alexander, to JULIE
(WERNER '78) and Jerry Graeff. July 7.

1989.

A daughter, Kellv Marie, to Patricia and

MICHAEL S. BROWN '79, May 11.

1989.

Twin bovs, Matthew Richards and

Terrance Frederick, to SUSAN (IVERS
•79) and Richard Kirwan, April 23. 1989.

A son, Brendan Patrick, to THERESA
(McDERMOTT '79) and Frank

McKnighi. May 6. 1989.

A son, Brian Steven, to CAROLYN
(CARR '80) and STEVEN F.

VODOKLYS '81, June 15, 1989.

A son, Evan James, to CATHRYN
(COLELLA '80) and Joseph Foster. May
27. 1989.

A son, Kvie Scott, to SL'SAN (CARNEY
82) and DAVID S. WILSON '81, July 7.

1989.

A daughter. Christina Lynn, to LEAH
(DAVIS '83) and Robert Hein. June 5.

1989.

A son. Christopher Charles, to DONNA
(WATSON '85) and MICHAFl WIRTH
•86. August 22. 1989.

A daughter, Amanda Lee. to DIANA
(WEBSTER '85) and Van Cleveland.

August 15. 1989.



In Memoriam
l'^19 - MILDRED MEGAHAN died July

13, 1989. She had been a guest at

Sycamore Manor, Williamsport.

1933 - DOROTHY BENNETT
FLANIGAN died July 16, 1989 at

her home in Williamsport. Mrs.

Flanigan served as the Alumni
Association's representative to the

Lycoming College Board of

Trustees. Her husband, A. ROY,
JR., was a member of the class of

1939. Her son, A. ROY, III '70,

survives her.

1935 - H. ROLAND GROSS died

September 17, 1989 following an
illness of three years. Mr. Gross
had been a facilities consultant for

the school district of Philadelphia.

He and his wife, ALMA REEDER
GROSS '35, who survives him,

have been living in Eagles Mere,
PA, and Naples, FL.

1935 - A. J. (Joe) McCABE died July 17,

1989 in Divine Providence

Hospital, Williamsport. He had
spent thirty-seven years as a job
analyst with the Pennsylvania State

Employment Service.

1939 - A. ROY FLANIGAN, JR. died

September 13, 1989 following a

lengthy illness. Prior to his

retirement, he had operated the A.

Roy Flanigan Leather Specialty

Company. He is survived by his

son, A. ROY, III '70.

1953 - RICHARD B. BRUNNER died

July 21, 1989 in Tampa, FL. A
former Williamsport resident, he

had worked for GTE Corporation,

Williamsport, as personnel director

for more than twenty years.

1990

HOMECOMING AND REUNION WEEKEND
October 12, 13, 14

Classes Holding Special Reunions

Heritage Years

(prior to 1950)

1940 * 1950 * 1955 * 1960 * 1965

1970 * 1975 * 1980 * 1985

1990

PARENTS' WEEKEND
November 2, 3, 4

Class Reunion photos may be purchased for $5.00. Checks payable to Lycoming College, should be sent to:

Alumni and Parent Relations Office,

Lycoming College,

Williamsport, PA 17701-5192.












